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Abstract. This paper proposes a scheme to detect and locate the players and the 

ball on the grass playfield in soccer videos. We put forward a shape analysis-

based approach to identify the players and the ball from the roughly extracted 

foreground, which is obtained by a trained, color histogram-based playfield 

detector and connected component analysis. We employ Euclidean distance 

transform to extract skeletons for every foreground blob, and then perform 

shape analysis to remove false alarms (non-player and non-ball blobs) and cut-

off the artifacts (mostly due to playfield lines) based on skeleton pruning and 

reverse Euclidean distance transform. Results are given to demonstrate the 

proposed algorithm works well in soccer video clips.  
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1   Introduction 

The players and the ball are the most important objects in soccer videos. Detection 

and tracking of them are motivated by various applications, such as event detection, 

tactics analysis, automatic summarization and object-based compression [17]. 

Methods of locating the ball as well as players in soccer videos can be split in two 

groups: the first group makes use of fixed cameras (usually calibrated in advance) in a 

controlled environment [9]; the second group uses only regular broadcasting videos 

[3]. While the former can provide better performance, the latter is more flexible. In 

this paper, we focus on those efforts made in the second group. 

In [3], a pioneering work in soccer video analysis was reported. The ball is 

detected by both its chromatic and morphological features. The ball is assumed to be 

among the white regions and its circularity (an indicator of resemblance of the shape 

to a circle) bigger than a given threshold. For the players, their uniform colors are 

recognized based on peaks (other than green) in the color histogram. 

In [11], the authors propose a modified Circle Hough Transform to detect the ball 

on selected frames. Their method, however, cannot handle occlusions and requires the 

ball to be homogeneous, which greatly limit its application. In [10], there is an 

application of ball detection for video compression. Color histogram back projection 
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and intensity template matching are used to detect the ball. It is claimed that trajectory 

knowledge is used for prediction, but no details are given in the paper. 

Unlike the object-based algorithms, a trajectory-based algorithm was put forward 

in [18] for detecting and tracking the ball. In this off-line framework, how to obtain 

the ball candidates, remove the false alarms and verify the candidates becomes 

critical. Similarly, trajectory constraints are also used in [7], where the difference is 

that a Viterbi algorithm rather than a Kalman filter is employed to verify the ball’s 

trajectory candidates. 

Since soccer is a spectator sport, the play fields, the lines, the ball and the clothing 

of the players are designed to be visually distinctive in color. Therefore, some 

approaches tried to alleviate detection difficulties by finding the grass playfield first 

[1, 8, 15, 16], using color segmentation and post-processing with morphological 

operations, such as connected component analysis, in order to limit the search area. 

However, how to remove false alarms (e.g. small areas that look like the ball) and cut-

off artifacts, especially when player blobs merge with the field lines, is still a 

challenging problem. 

A simple way to represent the playfield color is using a constant mean color value 

that is obtained through prior statistics over a large data set. The color distance 

between a pixel and the mean value of the field is used to determine whether it 

belongs to the field or not [15]. Since the soccer field is roughly green colored, the 

hue component defined in Smith’s hexagonal cone model can be used to detect green-

colored pixels within a certain range [16].  

Statistically, single Gaussian or mixture of Gaussian (MoG) can be learned to 

represent a color model of the playfield and adapted by the Expectation-Maximization 

(EM) algorithm incrementally [8]. A non-parametric color model for the playfield is 

the histogram, where the dominant color is typically used for playfield detection 

assuming the field has a uniform shade of green and occupies the largest area in each 

frame [1]. 

More efforts in shape analysis are made for foreground blobs obtained by 

background subtraction, but most of the techniques rely on silhouette and region 

features [4]. Recently, skeleton analysis has been employed for object recognition [5, 

12], shadow removal [13] and shape filtering [2, 14]. 

This paper proposes a shape analysis-based approach to identify the players and the 

ball from the roughly extracted foreground, which is obtained by a trained color 

histogram-based playfield detector and connected component analysis. We employ 

Euclidean distance transform to extract skeletons for every foreground blob, and then 

perform shape analysis to remove false alarms (non-players and non-ball blobs) and 

cut-off the artifacts (mostly due to playfield lines) based on skeleton pruning and 

reverse Euclidean distance transform. 

2   Playfield Pixel Detector 

Soccer is normally played on a grass field. In order to detect the players and the ball, a 

useful first step is to detect the pixels that form the playfield. In our work, we employ 

a simple but powerful histogram learning technique to detect the playfield pixels. This 
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framework was proposed by Jones et al. [6] for skin detection. Color models are 

learned for playfield pixels and non-playfield (background) pixels, using a training set 

of soccer videos. The color model is an RGB color histogram with N bins per channel 

in the RGB color space.  

The playfield and non-playfield models are learned as follows. The pixels in the 

training set videos are labeled as playfield pixels and non-playfield pixels, either 

manually or using a semi-supervised method. Based on its RGB color vector, each 

labeled playfield pixel is placed into the appropriate rgb bin of the playfield 

histogram. A similar process is carried out for the pixels labeled as non-playfield. The 

histogram counts are converted into a discrete probability distribution: 
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where f[rgb] is the pixel count in bin rgb of the playfield histogram, n[rgb] is the 

corresponding count from the non-playfield histogram, and Tf, and Tn are the total 

counts contained in the  playfield and non-playfield histograms, respectively.   

A playfield pixel classifier is derived through the standard likelihood ratio 

approach [6]. A particular RGB value is labeled playfield if  
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where  0 is a threshold which can be adjusted to trade-off between correct 

detections and false positives. 

The number of bins per channel, N, and the detection threshold, , can be chosen 

based on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve shows the 

relationship between correct detections and false detections as a function of the 

detection threshold . ROC curves are computed using a test set of soccer videos 

(usually the labeled data set is separated into a training set and a test set).  

Fig. 1. ROC curves for playfield pixel classification with respect to N
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Fig. 1 shows a family of ROC curves for different values of N. The y-axis gives the 

fraction of pixels labeled as playfield that were classified correctly, and the x-axis 

gives the fraction of non-playfield pixels that were wrongly classified as playfield. 

The higher the area under an ROC curve, the better the overall detection performance. 

Accordingly, the color histogram model with N = 128 bins is found to give the best 

results. After choosing N, a suitable operating point is selected on the corresponding 

ROC curve, to give the “best” (application dependent) trade-off between the 

probability of correct detections and the probability of false positives. The value of 

corresponding to the operating point is then used for playfield pixel classification 

through (2). For our experiments, we have chosen  = 0.1 and N = 128, and the 

corresponding probability of correct detection is 0.935 and the probability of false 

detection is 0.057. 

Fig. 2. Playfield detection result: the original frame and the detected playfield pixels 

Fig. 2 shows the result of the playfield detection method described above. The 

original frame is displayed on the left. The detected playfield pixels are shown on the  

Fig. 3. Foreground blob extraction in soccer video 
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right. A morphological opening operation was applied after detecting playfield pixels 

in order to remove small false positive blobs. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that the 

method is successful in detecting playfield pixels under significant variations in color 

(dark and light stripes) and illumination (sunlit and shaded areas). 

3   Playfield Extraction and Foreground Blob Detection 

Fig. 3 illustrates the diagram of foreground extraction. Going through the playfield 

pixel detector, each frame yields a binary mask. Morphological filtering (erosion and 

then dilation) is applied to eliminate the noise.  

Connected components analysis (CCA) scans the binary mask and groups its pixels 

into components based on pixel connectivity. The playfield is supposed to consist of 

several connected components, each of them bigger in size than a given area 

threshold. Thus, the playfield mask is obtained by filling the interior of each bigger 

component.   

Ideally, the non-playfield pixels inside the extracted playfield areas should be the 

foreground pixels that can be grouped into different foreground blobs by CCA.  Since 

the ball is typically quite small (less than 30 pixels in size for QVGA content), we 

cannot use erosion before grouping pixels into different blobs, but we can still use 

dilation. Therefore, noisy areas have to be removed later by shape analysis and true 

object appearance model. 

4   Shape Analysis for Foreground Cleaning 

Region properties for each blob are given by a few basic shape descriptors, such as 

perimeter P, area A, major/minor axes 
LC /

SC , roundness )4/(2 APF π=  and 

eccentricity
SL CCE /= .

Skeletons provide an intuitive, compact representation of a shape. One of its 

important features is separation of the shape’s topological properties from its 

geometric properties. Here we employ distance transform to extract skeleton and 

generate additional shape descriptors for use. 

4.1   Distance Transform 

Given a foreground binary mask W of size m x n, W  denotes the complementary of 

W, i.e. the set of background pixels. Its squared distance transform (SDT) [2] is given 

by H = {h(x,y)}, i.e. 

}.),(,0m,i0;)()min{(),( 22
Wjinjjyixyxh ∈<≤<≤−+−=       (3) 

Given a set of foreground pixels V and a picture F = {f(x,y)} of size m x n, such that 

f(x,y) is set to the SDT value ),( yxh  when the pixel (x,y) belongs to V and 0 

otherwise. Then reverse Euclidean distance transform (REDT) [2] of V consists in 

obtaining the set of points W such that 
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Thus, if we compute the map H
*
 = {h

*
 (x,y)} such that 
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then we obtain W  by extracting from H
*
 all pixels of strictly positive values.  

4.2   Skeleton Descriptors 

Given SDT of the shape H = {h(x,y)}, its skeleton Ske is defined by [2] 
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Comparing with the definition of REDT, we see that applying REDT to the SDT of 

the shape, in which only the upper envelope elliptic paraboloids are marked, can yield 

the Ske. In Fig. 4, a skeleton of player blob is shown. 

Fig. 4. Skeleton results: the  player blob and its skeleton (in green) 

As explained by [2], the Power diagram is a special kind of Voronoi diagram and 

the Power labeling assigns to each point of the plane the index of the cell containing it 

in the Power diagram (more details are given in [2]). When we apply REDT to get the 

skeleton, simultaneously the Power labeling for each skeleton point is generated as 

well.  

Eventually, we get those additional descriptors for shape analysis as: length of the 

skeleton
sL , covering

skeC , (i.e. the number of pixels in Power labeling associated with 

the skeleton), maximal thickness of the skeleton maxd , (i. e. radius of the maximal 

ball which covers the blob, correspondingly the center of the maximal ball is one of 

the skeleton pixel) elongation G= 2

max )2/( dA  and aspect ratio T=
max/ dLs

 etc. 

4.3   White Pixel Proportion in Skeleton's Covering 

The ball and the field lines in wide view shots are nearly white. For each skeleton 

point, the white pixel proportion in its covering (Power labeling) is a good indicator 

for artifact detection. A simple method to identify white pixels in each foreground 

blob is 
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Fig. 5. White pixel detection: the original frame and the detected white pixels 

otherwise
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where r(x,y) and b(x,y) are normalized red and blue components for pixel (x,y), I(x,y)

denotes the intensity value in the range [0,255], and X(x,y) is the white pixel mask. 

Fig. 5 shows results of white pixel detection. Below we use it for ball detection and 

player blobs' skeleton pruning. 

4.4   Ball and Player (Referee) Localization 

Apparently, there is a predefined range for the ball blob’s area A according to the 

camera configuration. Meanwhile, the proportion of detected white pixels X(x,y) by 

(4) in the blob indicates the possibility of being a ball. Roundness F and eccentricity 

E for a blob candidate should be close to 1.0, different from disconnected segments of 

field lines. Eventually, detection of the ball blob is carried out by 

otherwise
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where AyxXyxCpW /}1),(|),{( == , C{.} is counting the number of white pixels. 

(All the thresholds are empirically determined.) 

For an isolated player (or referee) blob, its shape also can also be approximated by 

an ellipse, limiting its elongation and aspect ratio. These constraints can help 

removing some fragments of field lines. In addition, since field lines look nearly 

white in color, so can use the proportion of white pixels as an index for non-player 

blobs. Similarly, an area range for the player (or referee) blob is predefined according 

to the camera configuration.  

4.5   Skeleton Pruning 

When the player (referee) blob merges with fragments of field lines, shape analysis 

becomes complex. We propose a skeleton pruning-based method to cut-off those 

artifacts. 

First, the width of a field line is less than that of a player body in the wide view 

shot; so at every skeleton point we first check whether its thickness is small compared 
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with the maximum skeleton thickness, i.e. smaller than maxdc ⋅ , where c is thickness 

factor. If it is true, then we calculate average values of RGB components for all pixels 

covered by this skeleton point (Power labeling). The observed result is that the 

average RGB components are close to those of the white color when this skeleton 

point corresponds to a fragment of field lines.  

To avoid excessive pruning, we add the distance constraints: the pruned skeleton is 

relatively far away from the human body centroid which corresponds to the skeleton 

point with the maximal covering value, i.e. its horizontal distance is bigger than 

maxdd h ⋅  and its vertical distance maxdd v ⋅ , where hv dd ,  are distance factors.  

5   Experimental Results 

We test our proposed algorithm with three video clips (about 300 frames for each 

clip) and the results are quite encouraging. Some detection results are shown in  

Fig. 6-8. For each figure, the extracted grass field is given at the bottom left, the 
initial segmented foreground is shown at bottom right, the cleaned foreground blobs 

by shape analysis and skeleton pruning (skeleton is in green and the blob is in blue) 
are displayed at top left and the final detected ball and players is shown at top right, 

where each detected object is enclosed by an ellipse in yellow. 

It is shown most of false alarms from field lines are removed. Artifacts in player 
blobs due to merging with field lines are cut-off. Our proposed method overperforms 
previous methods as [1, 16]. The method in [1] can't detect the ball and have to set the 
ball's location manually; it can't remove artifacts in players' localization and require 

Fig. 6. Detection results in one frame of video 1 
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Fig. 7. Detection results in one frame of video 2 

Fig. 8. Detection results in one frame of video 3 

color histogram models learned beforehand to detect players' presence. The system in 

[1] focus on player detection only and it fails in finding players when they merge with 

field lines, though tracking modules are employed to handle overlapping/occlusions. 

However we still find in our results, players standing at the border of the field 

might be missed since we extract the playfield region first; sometimes the player's feet 

or legs are not extracted by the playfield detector because some of their pixels look 

field-green due to the course graininess.  

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, a shape analysis-based soccer ball and the players detection method has 

been proposed. We propose a learned color histogram model to detect the playfield 

pixels and group them into a playfield region. Then, the foreground blobs are 
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extracted with morphological processing. Shape analysis and skeleton pruning are 

performed to remove false alarms (non-players/referees and non-ball) and cut-off the 

artifacts (mostly due to playfield lines). 

In future, we will work on how to separate the players (referees) when they overlap 

and partially occlude each other. Besides, we will consider incorporating the proposed 

detector with a ball tracking system and a player/referee tracking system. 
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